On a Direct Algorithm for the Generation of Log-Normal Pseudo-Random Numbers. The random variable (I-[7=i Xi/Xi+.) I/vzr" is used to generate standard log-normal variables A(0, i), where the Xi are independent uniform variables on [0, 1].
Introduction

The Log-Normal Distribution and the Energy Loss Distribution in Atomic Cascades
As a classical example of a process deeply connected with the log-normal distribution, let us give the simplest description of the losses of energy in atomic cascades [6] to illustrate the kind of distribution one must have to simulate using a random number generator.
A primary atom with an initial energy x suffers random shocks, in which it gives a part of its energy to another atom.
The density of probability of exchange of energy is, for instance, related to the hard spheres potential, i. e. uniform.
K 1 (x,y)= 1, O<_y<_x,
= 0 elsewhere.
This presents the density of probability that an atom with an initial energy x has the energy y after one collision.
Then by induction after n collisions the probability for the primary to have energy y is:
log (x/y) This process is only asymptotically log-normal, then the analogous random number generator presented here will be as convenient as an exact log-normal generator to simulate the density of probability (2).
Theoretical Background
The random variable log X=-log 1-[}=1 X j, where the Xj are independent and uniformly distributed on [-0, 1], has the following second characteristic function:
O, (0= -n log (1 +i 0.
Then the mean and the variance are #=-n and aZ=+n.
Therefore X is asymptotically (n~ oo) log-normal A (#, a2), i.e. it has the density
But if X is A (#, o 2) and if e" and b are constants, the random variable Y= e a X b is A(a+b#,b2a 2) (c.f. [1] ). Thus, we get a method for generating pseudorandom numbers distributed log-normally A (0, 1).
Let us assume that 
n--+ oo n"em j=l
Discussion of the Theoretical Method
The choice of the value of n is given by the practice; n must generally be greater than 10 for an accurate use of the central limit theorem. For instance, it is well known that an N (0, 1) random variable is simulated using ~}= ~ X F (n/2), where n = 12 [4] .
In [2] the random variable 2~=1 1-Ij=l Xj was simulated by ~=1 l-Ij=t Xj, where n= 10.
Let us define the following random variables: 
The density of probability of ~ is
elsewhere. Let us define Z+ ~eV~ 1 v~. Then the density of Z § is g(z+)= (n-l/n log z+)" ]/~e_,z+.l+l~, 0<z+<e w_ 
g(z+)~-~-~-~z+ I(1---~logz+)(e(a/V~l~
but expanding e (1/V~)l~ , we get
and we obtain easily
In the same way
(10)
Q.E.D.
In order to give a better approximation to the log-normal distribution, one can take advantage of the following properties g (z+) is asymptotically > the A (0, 1) density for z+ < 1 g (z+) is asymptotically < the A (0, 1) density for z+ > 1 g (z_) is asymptotically < the A (0, 1) density for z_ < 1 g (z_) is asymptotically > the A (0, 1) density for z_ > 1
We therefore define the following random variable:
This is asymptotically a log-normal variable A (0, 2). Let us define where b = 1/~, in order to get asymptotically a A (0, 1) variable.
Lemma 2:
The random variable Z is asymptotically (n~oo) log-normal standard variable A (13, 1) ; the order of convergence is 0 (l/n).
Proof: Using formula (3) it can be easily shown that the second characteristic function of the variable: Y= log Z is 0. (t)= -n log 1+~-~-n .
This will give rise to an N (0, 1) variable when n~oo; inverting ~, (t) we get the density of Y [3] .
, -oo <y< oo.
Where K, (x) is the Bessel function of second order and imaginary argument [8] .
Then the density of Z is 
The Algorithm
In FORTRAN IV the algorithm corresponding to the random variable (12) is the following: 
Statistical Tests
The mean of a log-normal distribution A (0, 1) is [1] = e 1/2 = 1.6487. On a CDC 7600 computer, the time of calculation is T1 = (14 + 5 n) #sec/log-normal pseudo-random number 7"2=(10+ 5 n) #sec/normal pseudo-random number.
16,
This generator has been tested using some one sample non-parametric tests: Kolmogorov's test, Cramer-Von Mises test and Renyi's test. The results are presented in Table 2 . Comparison is made with (*) the Box-Muller method [4] , (**) the sum of 12 random uniform deviates, (***) 2000 true normal random numbers [-7] .
lit can be noted that (**) and n=6 are tested with the same series of random uniform numbers for each pseudo-random log-normal number.] 
Conclusion: Interpretation of the Results
The interest of this pseudo-random number generator is to provide directly A (0, 1) variables without the help of any N (0, 1) variable.
Normal deviate generators provide slightly quicker the A (0, 1) random variables for an identical bias and the same test confidence level, as can be seen in the table (n= 5, 6). But, in fact, many of the processes involved in the log-normal distributions are described in the same terms as in the example given in the Introduction.
Then these processes are only asymptotically log-normal, and if one wants to simulate that kind of distribution an analogous random generator will be as convenient as the exact log-normal. For instance, the density of probability of the energy of a primary atom (2) that suffers n=36 shocks will be closely represented using the random variable (12) where n = 6. Note that * and A have been erroneously exchanged on the right hand side of the mode in Fig. 1 .
